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Petition is facially deficient re. means+function limitations 
Board’s original Institution Decision (Paper 10 at 17):

a. Claims 15. 16, 22. 23, 35, and 36

For independent claims 15 and 16, we determined abovethat

Petitioner had not identified sufficient corresponding structure for “means

for installing a plurality of application programs at the server.” Inits

asserted ground, Petitioner addresses the limitations of claims 1, 15, and 16

together. Pet. 28—52. For this limitation, although Petitioner contends

Kasso has application programsstored at a server’s storage device.

Petitioner does not address whether this teaching meets the corresponding

structure discussed above(i.e., steps 112—116 of Figure 8 and the associated

description (Ex. 1001, 17:55—67) (and their equivalents)). Pet. 30-31.
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Objection: Petitioner's Institution ResponseBrief introduces new arguments/evidence and should be stricken

In granting additional briefing to address claims newly
instituted under SAS, the Board Ordered Petitioner (in Paper 15)
to identify with particularity the place where each matter(i.e.,
argumentor evidence)raisedin its Institution Response Brief
waspreviously addressedin its Petition (Paper 1).

v There is not a single citation in the Institution ResponseBrief
(Paper 17) to the Petition (Paper 1).

v Instead, the Institution Response Brief (Paper 17) argues
Petitioner should not be required to comply with the Board's
order: “Forcing the Petitioner to supply evidence with their
petition for arguments notyet raised would,in fact, require
them to anticipate all possible arguments.”

Y Thus, Petitioner concedesthat it relies on new

arguments/evidence and thus contravened the Board’s Order.
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Ele 
1. A method for managementof application programs on a

networkincluding a server and a client comprising the
stepsof:

installing a plurality of application programsat the server;

receiving at the server a login request from a userat the
client;

establishing a user desktop interfaceat the client
associated with the user responsiveto the login request
from theuser, the desktopinterface including a
plurality of display regions associated with a set of the
plurality of application programsinstalled at the server
for whichtheuseris authorized;

receiving at the servera selection of oneofthe plurality of
application programsfrom the user desktop interface;
and

providinganinstance of the selected one of the plurality of
application programsto theclient for execution
responsiveto theselection.
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Kasso's non-networked computer system is unavailing 
Claim 1 is directed to “[a] method for managementofapplication
programson a networkincluding a server and aclient...”

AsDr. DiEuliis testified, the non-networked computer system of
Fig. 1 of Kasso is readily distinguishable from the claim language:

networked environment. Id.at 4:1-43. A POSITA would have understood

FIG. | to describe a single, normal computer system, such as a personal

computer or workstation. Moreover, a POSITA would have understood

that the computer system of FIG. 1 would have been used by a person

(i.e., user) and is not connected to a network. The embodiment described EX2001 q 63.
in FIG. | demonstrates that Kasso is not limited to computer networks

because Kasso states the invention may be practiced in a single,

stand-alone computerthat is not connected to a network. Thus, Kassois

different from the °466 patent, which is directed to computer

networks, and cannot be implemented on a single-computer.
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